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Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Consumer Reports obtains its reliability data from a
questionnaire that is sent to subscribers. In the questionnaire, we ask subscribers to note any
problems with their cars that occurred in the past 12 months. They are asked to identify
problems that they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime. A typical
model has about to samples for each model year. For some model years, typically those of older
or less popular cars, we do not have a large enough sample size to provide results of statistical
confidence. There are several ways in which a savvy car buyer can still research the quality of a
car. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received
this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used Jaguar XJ Change Vehicle. The Jaguar
XJ8 is long on pedigree, but short on true luxury attributes. We liked its smooth and responsive
drivetrain, sporty handling, thoughtful interior detailing, and easy-to-use controls. But it can't
match the luxurious ride and quietness of top-of-the-line class leaders. A good deal of noise
enters the cabin and the XJ8 rides no better than a sedan costing thousands less. There are 4
recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. View Recalls. No Detailed Data Available
Consumer Reports obtains its reliability data from a questionnaire that is sent to subscribers.
Read Recall Details. What should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall
Details. Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle.
Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a
Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. In
order to succeed as a luxury marque, a carmaker's topline big sedan has got to be a
player--nobody would buy a Mercedes-Benz C-Class if the S-Class weren't so desirable. Audi
set a high standard with the A8 introduced last year; the A6 and A4 lineups have benefited from
the trickledown. Jaguar 's previous XJ sedan was a classic, but the basic platform dated to the
late s and was costly to produce, cramped inside, and still suffered reliability problems, even
though the old--and deservedly maligned--British electronics had long been exorcised. Jag had
to get the new one also launched in right. Beginning from the proverbial clean sheet of paper or
perhaps it was a blank CRT screen , Jaguar made the leap--and spent the money--to put its big
kitty onto an all-new structure made of aluminum alloy; most visible body panels are stamped of
the same. Never meeting a horsepower we didn't like, we conned our Jaguar North America
buds out of the supercharged R model--replete with the blown horse V-8, performance
suspension, big-thumper rolling stock and brakes, and sportier accoutrements--for this
long-term evaluation. The design proved a point of discussion, but not for the reasons you may
think. It was never a question of Pretty versus Ugly. Everybody who saw our silver-over-black
example voted "Pretty"--but several onlookers asked, "Oh, is that the new one? The spatial
challenges presented by the last car have been cured; this one has adequate, if not
overabundant, room for average to plus-size occupants, front and rear. For those who want
more, consider the Super V8 model, which is much the same car, except with a five-inch-longer
wheelbase, with the added room all given to the rear cabin. We drove this thing. A lot. It's fast,
controlled, super-comfortable, sporty, yet elegant, and makes me feel like I'm driving something
special. This suspension is supple enough to be on the standard car. How about something
even more aggressive for this sport model? The supercharged engine was a good piece. It
slurped a few quarts of oil during our tenure, but never did anything untoward. A few drivers
commented on what they thought was a hint of bearing rattle from the supercharger, but our
dealer checked it out and reported no problem. The ZF six-speed was a jewel, but we found it
hunted up and down for gears too often in the normal mode; clicking the "Sport" button
minimized this condition. Wish we could click a button and get rid of the J-Gate shifter; the
manumatic shifter systems used by BMW and Mercedes are much more modern, allowing easy
gear management. This bit is old and tired--time to dump it. Most staffers agreed that Jaguar
should have gone further with the redesign of the XJ's interior. The company tried an
avant-garde look with the first S-Type cabin--and it tanked so badly it was redone for a more
formal, traditional Jag look. So perhaps it was just playing it safe with this one. That said, the
cabin was comfortable and well executed. The wood, leather, chrome, and plastics were of high
quality and wore well--perhaps not up to the standard set by the Audi A8 , but up to the level of
the rest of the class, for sure. There were comments about the nav screen being too small and
mounted too low on the center stack, but the rest of the ergonomics worked well in everyday

use. We all enjoyed the dual headrest-mounted DVD screens, although getting the system
powered up and working took a bit of learning. No complaints with the sophisticated adaptive
cruise-control system. It maintained set distances as requested. As the big Jag crept up on
another car, it would gently reduce the throttle to maintain the gap. If someone jumped in front
of us, it would go so far as to sound a warning and slam on the brakes. The rear-park-assist
system worked nicely, too, although the one on BMW 's 7 Series augments audible warnings
with a neat graphic on the nav screen. Another pleasant surprise: low-profile, high-performance
tires get noisy as they wear, and we anticipated the same with the R's big Pirellis. Not so; after
20, miles, they showed minimal to average wear and were nearly as quiet as the day the car
arrived, although some road grain noise was present from the get-go. Our problems were few,
but not insignificant. The 10,mile service--which included an oil and filter change and the usual
round of inspections--was performed under warranty. The front brake pads were already shot
and were replaced under warranty. As noted above, we thought we heard a noise from the
blower drive. Diagnosis evidenced an engine ping warning; the system was reset, and that was
that. There also was a minor leak in the hose running from the throttle body to the brake
booster, which was resealed. Just prior to the 20,mile service, we noticed the fuel gauge read
empty or partially empty even on a full tank. A new fuel pump, installed under warranty, solved
that issue. The 20K service also included another round of fluid and filter changes--and another
set of front brakes. Okay, we drove the Jag hard, but getting only 10 grand on each set of
brakes will get tiring. Jaguar has done a fine job of recasting the XJ for modern times--in
all-aluminum, no less. While the designers may not have gone far enough, inside or out, it's a
gorgeous machine that offers stirring performance and consummate luxury. It wasn't perfect
from a service standpoint, but not problematic enough to keep us from buying one. We'd
welcome another into the MT test fleet any time. I'm torn. I love the bottomless well of torque,
nicely weighted steering, fantastic seats. It sounds like it has 4x4 tires on every surface. I'm let
down that the all-singing, all-dancing, new alloy XJ isn't more "new. Chris Walton. It's nice that
the J-Gate shifter knob is leather covered and genuine chromed metal--actually cool to the
touch instead of chrome-plated plastic. But that meaty shift knob is so big that it obscures the
gear markings on the manual shift side of the quadrant. Individual gear detents are so subtle as
to make counting notches a guessing game. Pretty much eliminates accurate manual
downshifts, and upshifts are just marginally more intuitive. John Matthius. One of the best
full-size luxury sport sedans on the market today. I'd take it over an LS or Q It would at least
compete with an S-Class and an A8 for my purchase dollars. Otherwise, I'd be happy to hustle it
from L. Matt Stone. The adaptive cruise control removes several levels of stress from freeway
driving and makes long trips all the more enjoyable. Brian Vance. Compared with a 7 Series, this
Jaguar is much less technologically hindered. The brakes take some getting used to, but you do
adapt to them, unlike the new electronic brakes in a Mercedes. Heavy throttle inputs result in
gobs of roadway being swallowed instantly. It really is a driver's car now and not just a luxury
car with some "sport" thrown in. Chassis balance is superb, handling predictable, and power
delivery more than generous. It's not as roomy as some of its competitors, but I love the styling.
Thumbs up! Neil G. In a nutshell, this car needs a new cabin. I like the modern updating of the
exterior. It's sufficiently aero-sleek, but still retains that Jaguar elegance. But the cockpit looks
like it belongs in a Winnebago. A new F has a sleeker and more modern cabin. London itself is
full of tradition, yet it's full of cutting-edge architecture and innovative design. Jag should do
the same. Arthur St. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. The XJR is fast, luxurious,
lithe, sure-footed, and gorgeous. It doesn't make you bend to its technological will as do some
German luxosedans, but is there with a towel over its arm, wearing track shoes and a positive
attitude. Ron Sessions I'm torn. Chris Walton It's nice that the J-Gate shifter knob is leather
covered and genuine chromed metal--actually cool to the touch instead of chrome-plated
plastic. John Matthius One of the best full-size luxury sport sedans on the market today. Matt
Stone The adaptive cruise control removes several levels of stress from freeway driving and
makes long trips all the more enjoyable. Brian Vance Compared with a 7 Series, this Jaguar is
much less technologically hindered. Chirico In a nutshell, this car needs a new cabin. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. The styling may not break any new ground, but an all-aluminum
body and high-tech air suspension transform this former fat cat into a friskier flagship. Jaguar's
flagship XJ sedan has been of pillar of style, grace and unapologetic luxury for over three
decades now. Its timeless exterior design and handcrafted interior have made it a favorite of
those who appreciate the sometimes precarious mix of old-world charm and modern
technology. The all-new XJ represents the seventh generation of the breed, and it comes
bearing a wealth of notable improvements along with traditional lines and, of course, a
pronounced British personality. After an introductory drive that included a near endless stream
of fast, sweeping turns and desolate stretches of open highway, there was no mistaking the

breadth of the XJ's improvements. Whether you prefer the coddling of the standard models or
the performance of the supercharged variant, this new Jaguar delivers on both fronts. The
virtually unchanged styling does little to project an aura of transformation, but traditional
buyers will likely find it a proper mix of old and new. At the core of the XJ's redesign is a new
all-aluminum chassis that is both significantly stiffer and lighter than the previous steel
structure. The added stiffness translates into better body control and a more precise road feel,
while the reduced weight makes for a quicker car that's also more fuel-efficient. All models
feature V8 power, a six-speed automatic transmission and a second-generation version of
Jaguar's CATS Computer Active Technology Suspension system that utilizes infinitely
adjustable air dampers for maximum adaptability and performance. The XJ8 and Vanden Plas
models are powered by a slightly larger version of the previous model's 4. Now displacing 4.
Jaguar claims that the increased horsepower combined with the lighter overall weight results in
a 0-to time of just 6. Numerous wide-open straightaways on our test-drive route proved the
revised engine a capable motivator of the car's 3, pounds. Shifts from the new six-speed
automatic come quickly, with an ever-so-slight hesitation between full-throttle upshifts its only
noticeable deficiency. A tall overdrive sixth gear not only keeps the engine well rested at speed,
it helps the XJ achieve a commendable EPA mileage estimate of 18 mpg in the city and 28 mpg
on the highway. Regardless of how fast you're going, the sophisticated air suspension delivers
an isolated ride that filters out even the most punishing roads with little intrusion to the cabin.
The strict isolation comes at the expense of road feel, however, as the XJ tends to float a bit on
the highway. The soft settings also have the detrimental effect of masking the car's stiffer body
structure and improved steering system, but if a smooth ride is what you're after these
shortcomings will go largely unnoticed. No such drawbacks plague the high-performance XJR
model. It exploits every advantage of the aluminum chassis to the fullest extent, providing
excellent road feel, precise steering and lightness on its feet that renders it as sporting as any
other Jaguar we've ever driven. Credit for the added agility can be attributed to the R's more
aggressively tuned air suspension, a quicker steering ratio and standard inch wheels and tires.
Then there's the supercharged 4. Matched to the same six-speed automatic found in the
standard XJ, the R clocks in with a 0-to sprint of just five seconds, according to Jaguar. From a
stop, the XJR leaps forward with the slightest hint of throttle, pulling its way to the redline with
no perceptible lag in thrust. Midrange passing power is equally impressive with the six-speed
transmission providing ultraquick downshifts that bring the car to triple-digit speeds in a matter
of seconds. Although we never found fault with the pervasive supercharger whine of the
previous XJR, the new car serves up an equally prominent dose of V8 growl that we found even
more satisfying. Weak spots are limited to the continued use of the "J-gate" shifter that makes
manual gear changes clumsy and Brembo brakes that, while immensely powerful, can be hard
to precisely modulate. All three cars in the lineup feature revised interiors that offer more
passenger room, improved safety mechanisms and numerous new features. The previously
cramped rear seats now provide ample head- and legroom for two adults, although the still
narrow cabin makes three-abreast seating a tight squeeze. Standard front, side and head curtain
airbags provide a level of protection on par with the safest cars in the world. Newly available
features include four-zone climate control, adjustable rear seats and a multimedia package that
includes two seat back-mounted DVD monitors. As spacious and luxurious as the interior may
be, however, we found its lack of fresh design cues disappointing. From the driver seat, you
would be hard-pressed to discern the new model from the previous iteration. The disheartening
similarity is exacerbated by the fact that the prior model was hardly the epitome of ergonomic
simplicity, leaving the new version wallowing in the same sea of unintuitive controls and insipid
design detail. While we're grateful for the absence of an overly complex attempt at technology
integration a la BMW's iDrive, we would have liked to have seen a more determined attempt to
usher the XJ's cabin into the 21st century. Sticking with the previous model's overall design
theme was certainly no accident. Jaguar officials assert that while the brand must continually
move ahead, it can't make the mistake of alienating customers who value its traditional past.
The XJ's use of an all-aluminum structure serves it well in this respect, allowing for substantive
gains in performance and handling without infringing on its distinct British personality. The XJR
is a now a true sport sedan that will satisfy performance enthusiasts more than ever, while the
XJ8 and the Vanden Plas have enough performance, safety and spaciousness to compete
head-on with any cars in their class. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive
database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial

perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Fussy interior controls, clumsy transmission
shifter, CD changer is still in the trunk. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Find savings on the XJ-Series for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts.
Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Although the exterior
styling may look familiar, Jaguar's historic sales leader, the XJ, has been completely redesigned
for Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I have now owned my XJ8 for 9 years. It has
proved to be a very satisfying car to drive and to own. The reliability so far has been excellent. I
have presently approximately 90 K miles. I do not drive it in snow as it has very poor traction
and I don't want to expose it to salted roads. The comfort on long trips is exemplary except that
it is slightly cramped in comparison with other sedans of this level. Trunk space is also
limited-better than the older model but still fairly small. The gas mileage on highway driving is
very, very good. The seats are very firm which means they are comfortable on long drives. I
recently drove mine from New England to South Carolina about miles and was impressed with
the long haul comfort of this cat. Resale value is unfortunately pretty dismal but if you are
buying one you can buy one cheap. They always turn heads with their classic looks. Update: the
Kitty is still going strong now in No major repairs-just routine maintenance-brakes, tires, oil and
scheduled adjustments. Reason: mice got in and made nest-and fan got ruined in the process.
So still going strong and no reason to change my previous glowing review. My Jaguar is still
running strong. The headliner, of course, is sagging now and I am probably going to address it
in the spring but other than that no issues. The car still runs and feels as new. I am appreciative
of the classic look more and more as I see all the cookie cutter cars out there. I replaced the
thermostat during routine oil change and radiator flush. I do not run it in snowy conditions
which Helps keep it in good condition. The brake lines are still original and undercarriage looks
clean. I think the air suspension will be needing attention but still not throwing warnings other
than severely cold days which is par. Oil changes and new thermostat since last update. Car
showing check engine light but starts and runs normally-I will bring it in shortly to check and
get oil change. I drive the car all winter other than a few days as we had no real snow after
December. Still love this car-it will be a family heirloom. Read less. I wrote a review for Edmunds
on my 7th Jaguar which was a XJ8 a few years back. My , how i lOVED that car, always
dependable, reliable , incredible gas mileage, comfortable , and so exclusive. Wow, talk about
power!!!!!!!! I want to choke people when they say that Jaguars are not dependable, they have
been THE most dependable cars i have ever owned. Yes , i have owned BMW the Ultimate
maintenance machine and Mercedes Benz, expensive to repair Just look at the reviews of
Jaguar owners, and see what they say about their cars. In town, typical mileage is 22MPG. Take
care of your Jaguar, do the required maintenance , and your jaguar will take care of you for
many years, with a wonderful driving experience. The 04 Jaguars are the last of the traditional
Jaguar design models , before they were changed. They are an incredible bargain for a classic,
dependable automobile. Remarkable value. Exceptional car. This car has to be the best value on
the market. It get a respectable 24 MPG with horses under the hood. This is not your dad's jag. It
feels light and responsive. When you hit the sport button the throttle is very responsive and you
feel extremely fast. The interior is perfect. Everything that looks like leather IS leather and
everything that look like metal IS metal. Ridiculous depreciation that is mostly due to the sins of
the past make this car a remarkable value. Currently the car has 85, miles and I've had it for 3
years. Buy an extended waranty and pat yourself on the back for buying one of the greatest cars
ever. Write a review. Sponsored cars related to the XJ-Series. Sign Up. I have now owned my
XJ8 for 9 years. It has proved to be a very satisfying car to drive and to own. The reliability so
far has been excellent. I have presently approximately 90 K miles. I do not drive it in snow as it
has very poor traction and I don't want to expose it to salted roads. The comfort on long trips is
exemplary except that it is slightly cramped in comparison with other sedans of this level. Trunk
space is also limited-better than the older model but still fairly small. The gas mileage on
highway driving is very, very good. The seats are very firm which means they are comfortable
on long drives. I recently drove mine from New England to South Carolina about miles and was
impressed with the long haul comfort of this cat. Resale value is unfortunately pretty dismal but
if you are buying one you can buy one cheap. They always turn heads with their classic looks.
Update: the Kitty is still going strong now in No major repairs-just routine maintenance-brakes,
tires, oil and scheduled adjustments. Reason: mice got in and made nest-and fan got ruined in
the process. So still going strong and no reason to change my previous glowing review. My
Jaguar is still running strong. The headliner, of course, is sagging now and I am probably going

to address it in the spring but other than that no issues. The car still runs and feels as new. I am
appreciative of the classic look more and more as I see all the cookie cutter cars out there. I
replaced the thermostat during routine oil change and radiator flush. I do not run it in snowy
conditions which Helps keep it in good condition. The brake lines are still original and
undercarriage looks clean. I think the air suspension will be needing attention but still not
throwing warnings other than severely cold days which is par. Oil changes and new thermostat
since last update. Car showing check engine light but starts and runs normally-I will bring it in
shortly to check and get oil change. I drive the car all winter other than a few days as we had no
real snow after December. Still love this car-it will be a family heirloom. For the money they are
the most luxurious, best handling, greatest looking, and distinctive luxury cars on the planet.
These cars are never mistaken for anything but a Jaguar. I have owned two of the models and
drive one currently and they both provide outstanding handling, value, and the kind of driving
experience that gets your heart beating when you turn the key. I just can't say enough about the
experience of owning a Jaguar. It is a singular pleasure unmatched in the motoring world.
Update: Two years later not a single problem. Car is a dream. Buy one. Update after two years:
Car is fantastic. Still no issues whatsoever. Only maintenance is changing fluids. The Jaguar
XJ8 are the last, repeat last, of the traditional Jaguars in terms of styling and traditional luxury
interiors. I'm convinced these cars will or are becoming modern classics. Care for one and drive
it sparingly and you'll probably see an actual increase in what you paid in about 5 years from
now. That fact pales in comparison to the smiles on your face as you turn the key in this
magnificent motoring machine This further backs my claim that these are one of if not THE best
luxury car value to be found. As stated before, the ride, handling and luxury amenities of the
XJ8 X series cars is superb. The and models feature restyled front and rear elements, and were
the last years of the XJ series cars. Good luck searching. It took me about three years to find
this car but well worth the dilligence! I have never owned more than three of any brand in
succesion, but my Jaguars have been an exception. My current XJ 8 was purchased with miles
18 months ago, it now has miles on the odometer It is the MOST dependable used car i have
ever owned, except for my new Dodge trucks. This Jaguar routinely gets mpg at highway
speeds, and 20 mpg in city driving. It has been a dream to own, and has never let me down. The
car is dead reliable, a pleasure to drive , and very quick. The interior is very plush, and is
resistant to wear and tear. Dont believe the nay sayers about Jaguar reliability, I have owned
BMW's and Mercedes cars that were a lot more problamatic than my Jaguars. I purchased this
car knowing something would break. You have to have that mindset for all Jaguars and plan
accordingly. This car was below my budget for a used car, and I put my savings from the
purchase into an account for future repairs. I'm now very glad I did. If you don't mind working
on a car yourself which I don't this is a decent buy, also for air suspension issues arnott makes
better than factory suspension. Love the comfort speed and styling of this big cat but been
disappointed with its quality. The XJ has not left me stranded but have had little things go
wrong. List of problem that I was able to fix myself: 1. All lock mechanism stopped workingfound used parts on Ebay for for all 4 doors. Interior blower motor stop working- found control
module on Ebay for Trunk latch stopped working- found trunk latch on Ebay for Radio amp
stopped working- found used part on Ebay for Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
More about the XJ-Series. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by:
All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all
XJ-Serieses for sale. Sponsored cars related to the XJ-Series. Sign Up. American luxury-car
buyers seem unconcerned with fuel efficiency. Why would they be? In countries where the
gasoline price is three or four times that in the U. But sometimes things that are developed in
one place for one purpose produce unexpected benefits elsewhere. Take the new Jaguar XJ. It
gets a much-needed boost in interior space and creature comforts and grows a bit bigger
outside. Changes such as these tend to add bulk, which is then compensated for with a
larger-displacement engine. But in the interests of improved gas mileage and lower
carbon-dioxide emissions which are taxation issues in some parts of Europe , Jaguar has
reversed this upward spiral by building the '04 XJ's body of aluminum. The monocoque body
shell is pounds lighter than it would be in steel, and the XJR model now weighs in at pounds
less than its predecessor. The engine is only modestly enhanced the XJ's V-8 follows that of the
'03 S-type and XK-series by being enlarged to 4. The XJ's aluminum body is riveted and bonded
like an aircraft fuselage. That's a good, if expensive, thing. Jaguar research says its owners
prefer evolutionary styling to revolutionary. So this XJ doesn't turn heads, but it does have
hotel car jockeys some of the world's greatest automotive experts admiring the new, more
wedgy shape, the XK-like dash, and the increased space for rear-seat passengers and their
luggage. For the U. The first two have the 4. The hp supercharged XJR has a sportier setup, sits
half an inch lower with the air springs adjusted to be 10 percent stiffer overall, and has larger

wheels inchers standard, 20s optional. And here, if you want the tauter, sportier drive, you'll
have to buy the top-dog XJR. If you do, you'll love it. A while back, Jaguar's "sport" suspension
was inappropriately harsh for a marque that prides itself on a combination of smooth ride and
handling. Now it has achieved a much better balance. The XJR goes like a rocket ship and stops
with equal brilliance, thanks to its race-bred Brembo brakes, but it also provides a truly
excellent blend of grip, body control, precise steering, and insulation from bumps and broken
road surfaces. Jaguar's engineers are actually prouder of what they've done with the
suspension of the XJ8, but to us it seemed soft to the point of feeling floaty at high speeds, and
its lighter steering inspired less confidence hustling through bends. Air springs, they point out,
were fitted not to give a better ride but for their ability to maintain an even keel while bearing a
wide range of payloads. As a car's curb weight is reduced, the weight of passengers and
luggage becomes proportionally more significant. Most of the aluminum suspension pieces of
the new XJ are those found on the S-type. But arranging the automatic transmission's manual
override in Jaguar's age-old J-gate shifter isn't such a good idea. It's too easy to move the lever
a ratio too far, and as with the S-type R we tested last year May , it can't be persuaded to give
power-peak revs in every gear. In normal fast driving, the "S" automatic program which cuts out
sixth gear is preferable. We'll have to wait for a road test to see whether this means as it did
with the S-type R Jaguar's performance figures can't be attained. The claimed 0-to time of five
seconds for the new XJR would make it the fastest current production Jaguar. The regular 4.
The XJ's aluminum structure is lighter and also stiffer than the less-expensive steel S-type's.
The only telltale signs of the aluminum construction are doors that are too light to close with a
solid thunk and the thicker windshield pillars that can impede the driver's view at oblique
intersections. Otherwise, making a lighter, bigger Jaguar has brought only advantages. With
newfound space that the old model lacked and a better driving experience, the U. A roughly
percent fuel-economy improvement on the old XJ8 may not be so critical in the States, but the
lightweight structure has made it possible to reintroduce a 3. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type
keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best
Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Expand
Collapse. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page
to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about
this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From First
Drives. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
dodge 360 timing specifications
2003 dodge durango blower motor resistor wiring harness
2006 infiniti g35 parts
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

